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Design of lattice proteins with explicit solvent
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Protein design is important to develop new drugs. As such, a knowledge of the correct model to use to
design novel proteins is of the utmost importance. Here we show that a simple model where the solvent degrees
of freedom are~semi!explicitly taken into account performs better than other existing models when compared
to real data. Some consequences on the criteria to be used for protein design are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protein folding stands as one of the major interdiscip
nary challenges of the last 10 years, involving biolog
chemistry, medicine, and physics. Not less important, es
cially for the development of new drugs, is protein desi
@1#. In protein design one chooses a geometrical confor
tion, and searches some of the amino-acid~a.a.! sequences
that have it as a native state. The rationale behind
scheme is that a protein designed to interact with a partic
site of a target should have a given shape, to be geom
cally compatible, and suitable amino acids on the surfac
provide the right chemical properties.

To decide whether a sequenceS has its native state on
target structureG, one has to be able to give a costC to all
possible structures when mountingSon them. Then,G is the
native state ofS if C(S,G),C(S,G8), for any structureG8
ÞG. A suitable cost function, and the most intuitive on
could be one of the Hamiltonians in use for protein foldin
Such Hamiltonians are usually a.a./a.a. contact interact
of some kind, encoded in 20320 matrices~there are 20 natu
rally occurring amino acids of relevance for protein synth
sis, with just a few exceptions! @2#. Although 20320 inter-
action matrices are useful for real protein design, they are
complex to address general questions. Still, proteins can
designed with simpler Hamiltonians such as theHP Hamil-
tonian @1,3#. There, only two species of a.a. are defined,
ther hydrophobic~H! or polar (P), and, in its simpler form,
the 232 interaction matrix has elementseHH521, eHP
5ePH5ePP50. When working on a two-dimensional lattic
the simplifications introduced in both the a.a. alphabet an
the set of possible configurations allow forexhaustivedesign
for proteins of length up to 20 a.a. even on a desktop
Although exhaustivity is not the goal of protein design, it c
provide insight in the statistical properties of proteins.

Among the relevant statistical features, there are of cou
thermodynamic quantities. In particular, it is known that t
free energy difference between unfolded states and the n
state is positive below the warm denaturation tempera
Tw , ensuring the stability of the native state; yet, this diffe
ence has a maximum around 20 °C for the ‘‘average’’ p
tein, and then decreases for temperaturesT,20 °C. Either
choosing suitable proteins, or, more generally, by superc
ing or by applying a pressure, it is even possible to see
cold denaturation of proteins in liquid water at a temperat
1063-651X/2002/66~6!/061911~5!/$20.00 66 0619
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Tc that is, usually, below 0 °C@4#. This phenomenology is
not reproduced by most Hamiltonians used in protein fo
ing, since their native state is theT50 ground state of the
model. The maximum, at intermediate temperatures, of
free energy and, eventually, cold denaturation, could be
covered by introducing some dependency of the interacti
on temperature, but it would be quite an arbitrary one if n
derived from some microscopic model.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we descr
a protein model where the solvent is~semi!explicitly taken
into account; in Sec. III we present the numerical results
the exact enumeration; Sec. IV is devoted to a discussio
the stability criteria for designable proteins and finally,
Sec. V, we try to draw some conclusions.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

To design proteins we use a protein-solvent simplifi
model that has been recently introduced to describe cold
warm denaturation within the same framework@5#. The main
point of the model is that hydrogen bonds in liquid water c
be either formed or broken. The typical energies and deg
eracies of these two states depend on whether the hydr
bond is close to a nonpolar~hydrophobic! molecule or in the
bulk of water. Such a double bimodal description of wa
~better represented pictorially, see Fig. 1! has been recently
introduced to fit experiments of solvation and rederived
both simple and realistic models of water@6#. Both experi-
ments and simulations suggest thatEds.Edb.Eob.Eos as
from Fig. 1, and thatqds.qdb.qob.qos ~subscripts:
d5disordered,o5ordered;b5bulk, s5shell; shell sites are

FIG. 1. Bimodal energy distributions for bulk and shell wat
molecules. The lower levels represent ordered groups of water m
ecules, the higher levels disordered ones.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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SALVI, MÖLBERT, AND De Los RIOS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061911 ~2002!
those in contact withH a.a.!. This explicit ~or semiexplicit!
description of the solvent allows us to introduce a prot
model where there is no need to introduce effective solve
mediated interactions, nor arbitrary temperature depend
cies.

Proteins are described as self-avoiding walks~SAW! on a
two-dimensional square lattice. Sites not occupied by am
acids are occupied by groups of water molecules~here we
introduce some coarse graining in the model!: the water de-
grees of freedom are represented by Potts-like variables
that takeqos1qds (qob1qdb) values for shell~bulk! sites.
Given a protein ofL amino acids, with the sequenceS
5a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aL (ai5P or H), the energy of the protein is
then

E5 (
^ i ,H&

@Eosd̃ i ,os1Eds~12 d̃ i ,os!#1 (
( j ,H)

@Eobd̃ j ,ob1Edb~1

2 d̃ j ,ob!#, ~1!

where the first sum is over the water sites that are nea
neighbors of someH a.a. and the second is over all the bu
sites;d̃ i ,os51 if s i50, . . . ,qos21, 0 otherwise, and analo
gously for d̃ i ,ob . Due to the similarity with theHP model
and to the explicit presence of water, we refer to this mo
as theHPW model ~W stands for water!. Starting from Eq.
~1! we can write the partition function of the system
Z(S)5(GZ(S,G), where Z(S,G) is the partition function
~which can be considered as ageneralized Boltzmann
weight! associated to a single conformationG,

Z~S,G!5~qobe
2bEob1qdbe

2bEdb!nb(G)

3~qose
2bEos1qdse

2bEds!ns(G), ~2!

wherens(G) is the number of water sites nearest neighb
of someH a.a. andnb(G) is the number of bulk water sites
From the partition function we can calculate all the therm
dynamic quantities. In particular, the specific heat and
thermal averagêns& as a function ofT point to two different
denaturations, since theCv shape contains two well-define
peaks~see Fig. 2; details are given in the following sectio!.
Between the two peaks proteins have few contacts with
ter ~they are in a compact state!, and the most probable con
formation is the one with the minimumns(G) contacts (H
a.a. are hidden in the core of the protein, as for real glob
proteins!. Above and below the two temperatures prote
swell and the number of water-protein contacts increases
the HPW model captures within a single framework bo
warm and cold denaturations.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We tackle the design problem by exact enumeration. T
cost function of sequenceS mounted on structureG is
C(S,G)52TkBln@Z(S,G)/Z(S)#, that is the partial free en
ergy of configurationG. Then it is easily seen that th
smallerns(G), the lowerC(S,G). Given the set$SL% of all
the possible sequences of lengthL, and the set$GL% of all the
possible conformations, we look for those sequences$SL8%
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that have a unique state with a minimumns(G) among all
the possible conformations. We call$GL8% the corresponding
set of native structures. The uniqueness of the native sta
a requirement to ensure that the folding to the correct c
formation is not hindered by the competition of differen
thermodynamically equivalent, states. Increasing the len
of the proteins from 18 to 20 forbids us to still use exhau
tive enumeration due to the exponential growth of the co
putation time. Yet, we can use the information about
compactness of the native state to reduce the number of
figurations that we should check. Indeed, we find that all
sequences$SL8% (L<18) have native states$GL8% with perim-
eter limited by somepmax,L ; tentatively, we use only confor
mations withp<21 for the exact enumeration forL520. We
find NS,20537 933 sequences that are good proteins, find
their native states onNG,2055440 with perimeter up to
pmax,20520. To check if we have left apart some good pr
teins, we tried to extrapolate the number of sequence
$S208 % using the data forL510, . . .,18. Considering that the
two related sets of walks on a lattice, i.e., the Hamilton
walks and the self-avoiding walks, have both an exponen
growth, we used an exponential fit for our data. The extra
lated curve overshootsNS,20 by 1%, which is compatible
with the approximation of the curve forL<18 ~Fig. 3!. We
can conclude that, even if in principle there could be oth
sequences in$S208 % that we did not find or degenerate com
petitors that we did not consider, still they should not rep
sent a significative modification of the set. The number
designable conformations$GL8% as a function of their length
grows with a connective constantmdes.1.74, close to
mHW.1.47 typical of Hamiltonian walks~SAWs have
mSAW.2.63), which, together with the perimeter data, co
firms that native states are compact.

Thermodynamic quantities for the sequences in$SL8% are
easily computed. The parameter values of the model w
chosen considering some qualitative criteria. We used la
numbers for the degeneracy valuesqob , qdb , andqds (qos
51 being fixed, since the absolute multiplicity is irrelevan!.
This choice is reasonable since every site contains some
ter molecules, so that the total number of states per site

FIG. 2. Specific heatCV ~out of scale! and ^ns& for the protein
shown in the inset;qob5500, qdb52000, qos51, qds510000,
Edb52Eob51, Eds52Eos52.
1-2
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DESIGN OF LATTICE PROTEINS WITH EXPLICIT SOLVENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061911 ~2002!
be the number of states ofone single hydrogen bond to a
power that is thetotal number of hydrogen bonds present
the site. On the other hand, since the energy parameters
no units, we fixed the latters with a symmetry criterion,
order to decrease their degrees of freedom, so thatEdb5
2Eob5E and Eds52Eos5hE. A better determination of
these values could come from molecular dynamics and st
tural studies, but anyway the results are rather robus
changes of the parameters, as already pointed out in the
erature @5#. The results do not change significatively b
changing the energy parameters~with and without the sym-
metry constraint!; moreover, they are robust in a range
various order of magnitude of the degeneracy parame
~which is reasonable since a large change in theq’s can
correspond to even a slight change in the number of st
for a singleH-bond, due to the power raising!.

In Fig. 2, already described above, we have chosen
particular sequencePPPPPPHPPPHPPHPHHHHH
and the parameter valuesqob5500, qdb52000, qos51,
qds510 000, Edb52Eob51, Eds52Eos52. We have set
the Boltzmann constantkB51. We tried various other se
quences and lengths, and the results are always qualitat
the same, with slight changes in the peak height and wi
and with some smallTw andTc variations.

As already known from real data, and compatibly w
protein design according to other models, we also find t
not all the compact structures have the same designab
with some of them more designable than others, in qua
tive agreement with thesuperfold~or fold families! concept:
many proteins with different sequences share the same n
fold. Indeed, we find that 62% of all sequences in$S208 % have
their native state on just the 17% of all designable confi
rations~those that are native states of 11 sequences or m
the highest designable structure attracts 147 sequen!:
most proteins find their native fold on a restricted number
structures. Moreover, as the protein lengthL grows, the num-
ber of sequences per native structure increases: the
(NS,L /NG,L) is proportional tom r

L , with m r.1.12. This hap-

FIG. 3. Number of sequencesNS,L ~the y axis is logarithmic!.
The black dots represent the values found by exact enumeratio
sequences of lengthL510, . . .,18. The line is the extrapolate
curve, whereas the cross is the number of sequences in th
$S208 %, created checking only the configurations with perimetep
<21.
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pens because, for larger values ofL, high designable con-
figurations are present, reducing the ratio of needed st
tures, and creating larger fold families.

Design according to some model should be tested aga
as much of the known protein phenomenology as possible
least qualitatively.HPW proteins already recover the corre
thermodynamics, compactness, and structure~segregation of
a hydrophobic core! of real proteins. Some more informatio
comes from sequence statistics. We look at two basic ind
tors, namely, theH amino acid concentration and the s
calledrun test. In Fig. 4, in the inset, we have reproduced t
hydrophobic content of a sample of proteins chosen from
FSSP database~fold classification based on structure
structure alignment of proteins@7#!. The two curves corre-
spond to the Eisenberg and Cornette scales@8#; they are well
approximated by binomial distributions with mean valu
around 55–60 %. Since according to these scales the num
of hydrophobic a.a. species is 11 and 12, respectively~55%
and 60%!, binomials peaked around those values are typ
of random sequences. For a two-letter alphabet (P and H)
random sequences are peaked around 50%.HP proteins, in-
stead, are peaked around 60%. On the other hand, the d
bution of HPW sequences is nicely approximated by a bin
mial around 50%: theHPW model does not introduce an
bias toward more hydrophobic sequences then pure ch
would do, in apparent similarity with real proteins. The se
ond test we mentioned, the run test, has been introduce
the context of proteins by White and Jacobs@9#. Sequences
are reduced to binary strings ofHs and Ps. Then, every
series of consecutiveHs ~or Ps! is counted as arun. As an
example, the stringHHHPP contains two runs~HHH and
PP!, and the stringHPHPH contains five runs~each single
letter counting as a run!. The run test analyzes the distribu
tion of proteins according to the number of runs they conta
In Ref. @9# it was found that, according to the run test, re
proteins are statistically indistinguishable from random
quences. Although we do not want to dwell into the implic
tions of this result, it is important to stress that this is a p
of the phenomenology of real proteins and as such it wo
be auspiciable to recover it through models. In Fig. 5
show the run distribution for proteins of lengthL516 de-

for

set

FIG. 4. PercentagenH of H monomers of the sequences
length L516. The inset shows the result of the FSSP datab
sequences, using the Eisenberg and Cornette hydrophobic sca
1-3
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SALVI, MÖLBERT, AND De Los RIOS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061911 ~2002!
signed using both theHP andHPW models. Again,HP pro-
teins are different from random sequences, with a prefere
for sequences with many runs. On the other hand,HPWpro-
teins again behave similarly to real proteins~and to random
sequences!. The two sets of data together (H percentage and
run test! allow us to give an interpretation of the HP beha
ior: sequences with a highP density have a high probability
of having longP runs. Since in theHP model that we con-
sidered there are noHP and PP interactions, these longP
runs would be free to fluctuate, giving rise to degener
native states. Therefore, the resulting designable seque
have fewerPs and many runs, so to lock thePs @10#. The
HPWmodel, instead, does not need such a selection sinc
an effective level, it introduces alsoHP interactions that for-
bid large fluctuations of any longP run. To check that this is
indeed the case, we also designed proteins with a modi
tion of theHP model~that we call hereHP2), with interac-
tions eHH522.0, eHP521.0, andePP50 ~we choseeHH
52eHP to simulate the degeneracy of the effective inter
tions coming out of theHPW model!. Indeed, we find that
HP2 proteins perform better thanHP ones on both statistica
tests, confirming the above interpretation. Anyway, on
about 50% of theHP2 proteins correspond toHPWproteins
and vice versa. This is due to the fact that theHPW model
introduces a richer effective interaction hierarchy th
simple two-body interactions independent of the context~the
relevance of many-body interaction terms, and of some c
text dependence, has been recently pointed out@11–14#!.

IV. OVERALL STABILITY CRITERION

Proteins belonging to the$SL8% set have been selected
satisfy the criterion of uniqueness of the native state. Ye
is not the only request that has to be imposed on prote
Indeed, the native state has to be stable against other s
at equilibrium it should be the most favorable one, mean
that the probabilityps to occupy it, between the two trans
tion temperaturesTc andTw , should be at least larger tha
1/2 (1/2 being the value at the denaturation transitions!. Not
all the sequences in$SL8% satisfy this criterion, and a secon
set$SL9% has to be generated by selecting all those seque

FIG. 5. Number of runsnr of the native sequences with leng
L516.
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sP$SL8% such thatps.0.5 for TP@Tc ,Tw#.
This means that a new definition ofnativestate has to be

introduced. The Boltzmann weight of the native sta
Z(s,Gnat), for a given sequencesP$SL8%, has to be larger
than the sum over all partition functions of the excited stat

H Z~s,Gnat ,T!. (
$Gexc%

Z~s,Gexc,T!J U
TP[Tc ;Tw]

. ~3!

This is a completely new criterion in protein design; indee
it is automatically satisfied byHP proteins. Once their native
~ground! state is guaranteed to be unique, there will alwa
be a temperature below whichps.0.5. In theHPW model,
instead, the native state, even having the lowest cost func
value, can result unfavorable compared to phase space
gions of high cumulated probability, usually related with
high degeneracy of the first excited states.

Proteins in $SL9% have slightly sharper transitions tha
those belonging to$SL8% but that did not satisfy overall sta
bility; they also pass the H percentage test, but not the
test. Indeed,$SL9% proteins have a run distribution that
quite different from the distribution for random sequenc
Here we would like to preserve the statistical features
sequences as an indicator of the model validity. Hence,
try to revise the uniqueness and overall stability criteria
understand if it is possible to relax them, so to recover
good sequence statistics.

Protein folding is a dynamical process taking place
some temperature betweenTc andTw . Uniqueness is usually
invoked to ensure that the folding is not misled to a tar
structure different from the native one. Actually, chances
extremely good for correct folding even in the presence
~almost! degenerate competitors, if the basin of attracti
~the funnel! of the correct native state is much larger th
that of the decoy. We can easily envision the extreme c
where the native state has a very large basin of attract
and there is a competitor that is like a golf hole in the fr
energy landscape. Clearly, this decoy will almost never
found by the dynamics, and this protein could be retained
natural selection, whereas, the same protein, using the s
criterion given by Eq.~3!, would be discarded: although th
Boltzmann weight of the competitor plus that of the oth
non-native states can be larger than that of the native s
the competitor’s weight should not be taken into acco
because, dynamically, it will almost never be found. The
fore, Eq. ~3!, with the exclusion of the competitor in th
rhs~right-hand side!, could be satisfied. The method used
the present work gives us no information about the shap
the energy landscape, since only thermodynamic quant
are considered. A detailed study of the structure of the c
figuration space, and of thedynamical accessibilityof the
native state and of its thermodynamic competitors is need
This could lead to a further definition ofnative state. Se-
quences with a unique native state could be retained eve
Eq. ~3! is not satisfied. This happens in the case where
probability to dynamically fold in a thermodynamic compe
tor is negligible. Such a new criterion would produce a n
set$SL-% of goodsequences, which might keep the statistic
1-4
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DESIGN OF LATTICE PROTEINS WITH EXPLICIT SOLVENT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061911 ~2002!
properties of the set of sequences$SL8% ~the one found using
only the uniqueness criterion!, the latters being in agreemen
with the ones calculated on real proteins. Work is in progr
in this direction, where a dynamical approach to folding a
design is needed, the simplest being Monte Carlo~MC! dy-
namics~which is not, anyway, the real folding dynamics!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have approached the protein design problem usin
model where the solvent degrees of freedom appear ex
itly, and we have elucidated some of the problems of prot
design, and folding, by a comparison with part of the kno
phenomenology of proteins: thermodynamics and seque
analysis. It turns out that such reference to real data is us
to discriminate between models. Also the design crite
themselves come under scrutiny, suggesting that a much
evant role in protein folding should be given back to dyna
ics, and to a careful study of the structure of the phase sp
~the possible conformations and the way they are conne
to each other by the dynamics! @16#. On the other hand, exac
enumeration cannot address dynamical issues, neither c
be used above 2D~two dimensions!. Indeed, the sequence
selected asgoodproteins show an hydrophobic core in the
native configuration and polar amino acids on the surface
in

.

.
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reproduce the same property on a 3D lattice we need a
sonable surface or volume ratio of the structures, which c
not be achieved with sequences of length belowL520.
Moreover,HPW compact native states are not, in gener
easily embedded in simple volumes, such as squares~2D! or
cubes~3D!, so that a full SAW enumeration is still necessa
We are presently working on a MC approach toHPWprotein
folding and design that will allow us to look at 3D longe
proteins, and to their related issues. 3D longer prote
should also tell us whether sequence statistics, that
surely be used as a phenomenological indicator of a mod
validity, is already meaningful in 2D or, on the contrar
looking at 3D will change the picture~the HP model in 3D
and for longer proteins could satisfy the tests or could ret
the 2D pathologies!. Design according to theHPW model is
moreover necessary to build a database to explore the
evance of three- and many-body effective interactions on
physics of protein when the degrees of freedom of the s
vent are traced out@15#.
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